


KOTHU POROTTA

WHEAT POROTTA

Ready  to  Eat

Mathewsons Exports & Imports (P) Ltd is a part of the Mathewsons Group which is involved in

diversified activities with a lineage of over 35 years. We are prime exporters of ethnic Indian frozen 

"Ready to Eat" and "Ready to Cook" SARO range of food products.

Saro range of products are manufactured in our sister concern, Mathewsons Food Specialities Pvt. Ltd.

with state–of- the-art facility with strict compliance to HACCP and ISO standards.

Our products have sold across countries like United Kingdom, Switzerland, Germany, Australia,

USA, Netherlands, UAE, Qatar, Oman, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Maldives and 

Sri Lanka where we have been enjoying appreciation for our range of food products for many years.

CEYLON POROTTA

COIN POROTTA

MALABAR POROTTA

Saro Porotta, a filling staple food from Kerala;  a delicacy that goes well with vegetarian as well as non vegetaria dishes. 

Prepared maintaining its crispness and softness, each Saro Porotta is very special, making  you return for  more, always.   



Ready to Eat Breakfast Snacks

Saro Idli and Sambar, a soft and filling staple food from South India,  is sure to captivate  you

with this fine, welcoming taste. Prepared using the purest of the ingredients in strict hygienic

conditions, each serving satisfies your stomach and heart alike.   This low fat,  rice based food 

strikes a fine balance between taste and good health.

IDLI

MASALA DOSA 

VATTAYAPPAM

Saro Idiyappam, a delicacy from Kerala, perfectly complimenting any cuisine, be it 

vegetarian or non-vegetarian. The fine strands of this culinary delight is made using the

purest of ingredients and a special steaming process, which ensures its softness.

Saro Thattu Dosa, a pure vegetarian delicacy from South India,  a perfect balance of staple

food and vegetables.  Prepared using pure ingredients,  special care is taken to preserve the 

rich taste of this dish, thereby providing the consumer a nice blend of fine taste.

Saro Masala Dosa, a pure vegetarian delicacy from South India,  a perfect balance of staple 

food and vegetables.  Prepared using pure ingredients,  special care is taken to preserve  the

rich taste of  this dish, thereby providing the consumer a nice blend of fine taste.

Saro Vattayappam is a popular south Indian dessert made from rice and coconut milk. This 

can be served as dessert or eaten with a spicy curry or stew. It is a variation of the appam

recipe and this sweet steamed cake is often cut into pieces having the shape of diamonds.

 IDIYAPPAM WHITE

IDIYAPPAM BROWN 

THATTU DOSA

 PALAPPAM

PUTTU (WHITE)

Idiyappam Brown is a traditional South Indian food, usually served for breakfast.  Prepared 

with brown rice flour and withered with desicated coconut for flavour, these noodles shaped 

into small moulds serves a healthy feast for one's hunger.

Saro Palappam, an ethnic Kerala delicacy, enchants everyone with its rare taste. Thick soft 

center of each Palappam thins out to form a crisp and thin outer border,  making it tasty as 

well as unique.

Saro Puttu, a specialty belonging to Kerala, a food variety ideal for both breakfast and evening tea.

Rice flour along with toppings of grated coconut is steamed in a special long container for a 

certain period and thus results Puttu, a simple delicacy every South Indian is addicted to.



Ready to Eat Ethnic Curries

 AVIAL

BANANA FRY

 SAMBAR

Saro Avial, a typical curry belonging to Kerala, an example of the varied  vegetarian 

dishes  the place offers. Fresh vegetables and grated coconut is cooked in a peculiar 

method ensures that the vegetables used in the Avial do not loose their nutritional value. 

BANANA ROAST

ELAYADA

HALWA BLACK/RED/WHITE

 JALEBI

LADDU

Saro Sambar, a South Indian vegetarian preparation, a delight to every taste lover. 

Made using fresh vegetables and spices, confirming to strict taste traditions, 

Sambar is an inevitable part of most South Indian meals.  

Saro Halwa, a sweet, is made by cooking the finest flour with milk and ghee for longhours. 

The flavour of the Halwa is enhanced by adding Cashew Nuts, Raisins and Cardamom. 

The aroma of the ingredients blend together making Saro Halwa so  delectable, that 

once you taste it, you’ll be thrilled with its taste and softness.

Saro Jalebi, the crispy fried batter spirals in saffron syrup has got the perfect combination

of sweetness and tart element which you will adore and relish once eaten.  Celebrate

sweetness of rustic India with this Sweet.

Saro Laddu, the popular Asian sweet made from the finest Besan flour and sugar is a 

must at any auspicious occasion. With its royal taste and aroma, it is sure to melt  in 

your mouth leaving your taste buds desiring  for more ...

Ready to Eat Sweet Snacks

A common favoruite and pass time snack of all Keralites, the banana fry (Pazham pori) is

simply the plain ripe plantains covered with flavoured maida flour.but the rich taste of this 

mouthwatering snack makes you yearn for it at all times.

Saro Banana Roast, a delicacy unique to Kerala, is made from ripe bananas. The bananas are 

stuffed with a sweet combination of jaggery and coconut, dipped in a specially made bater and

deep fried. The result is a delicious snack , which can be had with tea or coffee. Taste a Saro 

Banana Roast and you’ll always relish the divine taste, making you return for more, always.

Saro Elayada, a light snack from Kerala, a fine delicacy providing a pleasingly light suggestion 

of sweet to the consumer. A much adored food item of the region, Elayada is best when taken 

along with the evening tea or coffee.



Ready to Eat Snacks

UNNIYAPPAM

UZHUNNUVADA

 SUKHIYAN

PARIPPUVADA

VEG- CUTLET

VEG SAMOSA

Saro Unniyappam, a South Indian speciality with a lot of loyal admirers. Unniyappams 

can also be had as an all time snack and is ideal to be served with evening tea / coffee.

Sukhiyan is yet another favourite tea time snack from the backyards of Kerala tharavadu.

Saro Sukhiyan a sweet delicacy made with green gram flavored with coconut and

jaggery filling which is then rolled into round “bondas” and fried till it gives the 

special aroma of cardamom to fill not only your stomach but also your senses.

Saro Parippuvada, a snack of South Indian Origin, a favorite food item of every taste lover 

of  the region. Bengal Gram  is made into  semi-paste along with  other ingredients  and 

spices and  is deep fried in small portions to form Parippuvada. A deep brown colour  indicates

 that each Parippuvada is fried right, providing the consumer the wonder of its  taste.

Saro  Samosa,  a favourite snack of every Indian, is quite popular for any get togethers.  Made from 

fresh vegetables Saro Samosa is deep fried, to keep the tantalising flavours of the  vegetables locked 

 within. This crispy snack provides you with great taste as well as good nourishment.

Saro Cutlet/Patties, a spicy snack with variety of vegetables enriched with chillies &

curry leaves, then deep fried in oil. The reddish brown colour indicates that the snack 

is perfectly done and ready to be relished. Serve Cutlet hot accompanied by any ketchup. 

It can be also used as patties.

ONION PAKORA

NEYYAPPAM
Saro Neyyappam, a sweet delicacy from South India,  a must in all traditional  festivals 

and a food item that has won the heart of every South Indian. Considered to be an all time 

snack, it fills one’s stomach apart from providing fine taste. 

Onion Pakora, a favourite tea time snack and great starter for any get together…Onion

Pakora makes a really great crunch that goes with hot tea or coffee …serve it with hot 

chutney.

Saro Uzhunnuvada, a mouth watering snack popular in the entire South India, is one food 

item that touches the day to day life of every South Indian. The crisp outer layer of the 

Uzhunnuvada is well complimented by a soft interior and gives you a high nutritional value.



CUT GREEN MANGO 

AVIAL MIX 

OKRA CUT(LADY’S FINGER)

TINDORA LONG CUT (KOVAKKA)

BITTER GOURD CUT (PAVAKKA)

Saro Cut Green Mango, comes handy to all those who love mangoes and specially mango pickles. 

These are aptly cut into thin pieces which you can add to a salad or used for pickles.

Avial  Mix, a rich combination of fresh vegetables put together gives you all ingredients to 

make one  of the main dishes prepared during all traditional functions and get togethers  

Avial  which is a  favourite amongst all  is  nutritious and healthy also.

Saro Gooseberry Green are freshly handpicked ones from the many lot to give you that natural 

tangy flavour which you will love to have as pickles or simply have  with salt.

Saro frozen Okra or Lady's finger is prepared from the clean, sound and edible fresh pods of 

the Okra plant which is properly prepared and processed, and is then frozen and stored at

temperature necessary for preservation.

It is a perfect side dish for almost any rice and the hot crispy taste makes it a snack by itself.

This is not only perfect in taste, but is also very healthy dish for diabetes.

YAM

Saro Yam, fresh from the courtyards is a delight for all those who love cooking. 

Saro brings to you fresh and frozen yam which adds a lasting flavour to any curry….

Ready  to  Cook  Vegetables
SAMBAR MIX 
Sambar Mix, is a handy kit of all fresh vegetables that is required to make the famous lentil based 
dish Sambar which is a staple curry in most south Indian homes. This tangy and delicious side 
dish  works well when served with rice or savory pancakes or it can be had as a soup by itself.

COLOCASIA (CHEMBU )

DRUMSTICK

GOOSEBERRY GREEN 

Colocasia is a used widely in Kerala in a wide variety of recipes. This is a starchy vegetable 

and is quite delicious steamed, fried or smothered with seasonings. This deep fried curry is  

very tasty and goes with all rice.

It is made into a variety of curry dishes by mixing with coconut, poppy seeds, and mustard 

or boiled  until the drumsticks are semi-soft and consumed directly without any extra

processing or cooking. It is used in curries, sambars, kormas, and dals, although it is also used 

to add flavour to cutlets, etc.

Saro Bitter Gourd Cut, fresh from the courtyards is a delight for all those who love cooking. 

Saro brings to you fresh and frozen bitter gourd cuts which adds a lasting flavour to any curry…



PAVAKKA THORAN (Bitter gourd )

PADAVALANGYA THORAN (Snake gourd)

KOORKA MEZHUKKUVARATTI (Chinese Potato)

VAZHA CHUNDU THORAN ( Banana flower)

Saro Red Cheera (Spinach) thoran makes a healthy dish that goes well with boiled rice 

and is a golden  reminder of the rural lifestyle wherein everything is good for health and 

tasty too….

Koorka Mezhukhuvazhatti, is a favourite amongst all gourmets since its unique taste together 

with the aroma gives you a feel of the home away from home.   Hot and spicy yet so very 

nutritious this dish goes along the best with curd rice.

Pavakka Thoran, is a bunch of nutritious Bitter gourd prepared in the traditional South Indian
style with the unique taste of grated coconut to lessen its bitterness.  It is a wholesome side 
dish for the lunch time . 

Padvalangya Thoran, yet another traditional specimen of the South Indian Cooking 
wherein coconut grated is mixed with Snake Gourd cuts generously to give you that
kitchen fresh thoran taste that is simply irresistible.

Vazha Chundu Thoran, is simply a bowlful of health for the entire family. Enriched 
with natural minerals and  phosphorus Plantain Flower  together  with  coconut and 
spices is a tasty appetizer and great combo with rice.

SHREDDED COCONUT SLICED COCONUT

Shredded Coconut, the sheer element that makes any gravy

thicker and tastier - is now all available in ready to use packs

Sliced Coconut , perfect for any pudding or for any 

cake /dish for any occasions now readily available.

CHEERA THORAN (Spinach)

Ready to Eat South Indian  Ethnic Specialities

Cassava Half Cut2"-3" Cassava Chunks(Round Cut) Grated Cassava

Cassava or Manioc or Yuca widely known as Tapioca in India is a healthy staple food procured from selected 
mature crops and processed in various cuts such as Half cut, Quarter cut, Chunks and Grated.

CASSAVA/

TAPIOCA  



Factory: 
Mathewsons Food Specialities (P) Ltd.

 (B-32)KINFRA Industries Park, 
Nellad P.O. 686 669, Kerala, India. 

®

An ISO Certified & Govt. of India Recognised Star Export House

MATHEWSONS EXPORTS & IMPORTS PVT. LTD.
Mathewsons  Bu i ld ing ,  Ka loo r,  Coch in -  682017 ,  INDIA

Tel:+91(484) 2530466, 2530833, 2530432, 2530104 2530321,  Fax: 2530208
E-mail : saro@mathewsons.com / foodfactory@mathewsons.com    

Website : www.mathewsons.com

www.mathewsons.com
since 1978
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